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Exam 2         3/19/07 
P. Sengupta         BISC 4A 
 
TOTAL of 6 questions. 100 points.  
 
QUESTION 1. Circle the correct answer - 4 points each – total of 40 points. 
 
1. During fertilization, a single sperm binds to receptors on the surface of a  
 A) primary oocyte 
 B) secondary oocyte 
 C) Polar body 
 D) Follicle 
 
2. The number of Barr bodies in an XXXY human male is 
 A) 1 
 B) none 
 C) 2 
 D) 3 
 
3. The number of purine molecules in a molecule of DNA is _____ the number of 
pyrimidines 
 A) Greater than 
 B) Less than 
 C) Equal to 
 D) Need additional information to know 
 
4. A molecule of tRNA has 
 A) A binding site for an amino acid 
 B) an anticodon loop 
 C) Cloverleaf structure 
 D) A and B 
 E) B and C) 
 F) A, B and C 
 
5. The wobble hypothesis refers to the nucleotide located at the 
 A) 5’ end of a codon 
 B) 3’ end of a codon 
 C) 3’ end of an anticodon 
 D) either end of a codon 
 
6. In a missense mutation,  
 A) All the amino acids beyond the mutation point are changed 
 B) A nucleotide is added to the DNA 
 C) A nucleotide is deleted from the DNA 
 D) A single amino acid is replaced by another amino acid 
 E) The protein is always non functional 
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7. Proto-oncogenes are 
 A) Mutated tumor suppressor genes 
 B) Only inherited from parents who develop cancer 
 C) Found only in cancer cells 
 D) Abnormal genes that predispose a person to cancer 
 E) Normal genes that regulate cell division 
 
8. The mutagen 5-bromouracil is a  
 A) base analog 
 B) base-modifier 
 C) intercalating agent 
 D) makes thymine dimers 
 
9. The following is a representation of a metabolic pathway involving genes A, B, C and     
 D. 
 A→ B → C → D → Product 
A mutation in the B gene would result in the accumulation of which gene product? 
 A) C, D and the product 
 B) B only 
 C) A only 
 D) A, B and C 
 E) the product only 
(I took both answers since the wording was ambiguous) 
 
10. In normal cells, tumor suppressor genes 
 A) Activate the cell cycle 
 B) Stop the cell cycle 
 C) Prevent the growth of blood vessels 
 D) Are not present 
 
 
QUESTION 2. Short answers. Please answer succintly. Total of 20 points. 
 
A) List 3 differences between RNA and DNA. 6 points 
 Deoxyribose sugar (DNA) vs ribose sugar (RNA) 
 Thymidine (DNA) vs Uracil (RNA) 
 Generally double-stranded (DNA) vs generally single-stranded (RNA) 
 I also accepted other reasonable statements. 
 
B) Briefly describe the difference between the conservative and the semiconservative 
models of DNA replication. 4 points 
 
Semiconservative – Each of the two new DNA molecules consist of one parent and 
one new daughter DNA strand. 
Conservative – The 2 parent strands remain together, and the 2 new daughter 
strands remain together.  
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C) List any 2 characteristics of the genetic code. 6 points. 
 
Many – including degenerate, continuous, non-overlapping etc (see slides for 
Chapter 9) 
 
D) Does the design of the Hershey-Chase experiment (where they labeled bacteriophages 
with radioactive isotopes to determine which isotope was found inside or outside the 
infected bacterial cell) distinguish between RNA or DNA as the genetic material? Why or 
why not? 4 points. 
 
It doesn’t. They labeled nucleic acids with 32P. Since phosphorus is present in both 
DNA and RNA, they wouldn’t have been able to tell which was the genetic material. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 3. Definitions. Total of 14 points. 
 
Please define the following terms in 1 sentence each (2 points each) 
 
A) Multistep model of cancer 
Multiple genes need to be mutated to result in cancer 
 
B) Mutation rate 
The number of mutated alleles per gene per generation 
 
C) Chromatin 
Complex of DNA and proteins that compacts DNA 
 
D) Intercalating agent 
Molecule that slides between bases in DNA and causes mutations. 
 
E) Silent mutation 
Mutation in DNA sequence that does not lead to an amino acid change 
 
F) Dosage compensation 
Mechanism to compensate for females having 2 Xs and males having 1 X 
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G) Sex-limited trait 
Trait that is expressed in only one sex regardless of whether the gene is autosomal 
or X-linked. 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 4. 12 points (4 points each) 
 
A) On the distant planet TooFarToSee, mRNAs are composed of only 2 nucleotides, but 
the codons are 5 nucleotides long. How many different codons does the genetic code on 
TooFarToSee have? 
 
32 (25).  
 
B) You are given two double-stranded pieces of DNA with the following sequences: 
 
a) 5’ – ATCGCGGCTAGCGCTA – 3’ b) 5’ – GCATATATCATATTACG – 3’ 
    3’ - TAGCGCCGATCGCGAT – 5’     3’ – CGTATATAGTATAATGC – 5’ 
 
You are also given an mRNA sequence that is transcribed from one of these DNA pieces. 
The mRNA has the following sequence. 
 
5’ – GCAUAUAUCAUAUUACG – 3’ 
 
Circle the DNA strand that is the coding strand for this mRNA 
 
 
C) You have a gene that is transcribed and translated to a protein. You have an allele of 
this gene that is dominant. You sequence this allele and find out that the mutation is a 
nonsense mutation very close to the N-terminus (right after the initiator Methionine). 
Why do you think this allele acts dominantly?  
 
No functional protein is being made from this allele, but wild-type protein is being 
made from the other allele. This may act dominantly, if half the amount of protein is 
not enough to give a wild-type phenotype (a condition called haploinsufficiency). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 5. 4 points each = 8 points 
A) Some Vietnam era vets were exposed to the herbicide Agent Orange. Some of these 
vets have claimed that their children – born years after the exposure – have birth defects 
caused by dioxin, a contaminant in the herbicide. Knowing what you now know about 
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how spermatogenesis occurs, what types of cells would the chemical have affected in 
these men to cause birth defects years later? Explain your answer BRIEFLY. 
 
Likely in the spermatogonia (sperm progenitor cells), so that all or most sperm 
being produced carry mutations.  
 
 
 
B) In a mouse, there is an X-linked dominant mutation called Testicular feminization 
(Tfm). In mice carrying the Tfm mutant allele, the normal response to testosterone during 
sexual differentiation is eliminated. An XY mouse bearing the Tfm mutant allele on the X 
chromosome develops testes, but no further male differentiation occurs i.e. the external 
genitalia of this mouse are female. From this information, what can you say about the 
role of the TFM protein in sex determination and sexual differentiation in mice?  
 
TFM plays a role in determining phenotypic sex. Circulating testosterone is 
required for development of phenotypic sex. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 6. 3 points each  = 6 points 
 
A) A woman reports that her husband’s sister developed breast cancer at the age of 55, 
and that her mother developed breast cancer at the age of 68. She wants to know if breast 
cancer is familial or sporadic in her family. What would you say to her based on this 
information? Why? 
 
Her chances are probably the same as that in the general population (~13%). Both 
her relatives developed breast cancer relatively late, suggesting that the cause is 
sporadic mutation and likely not genetic. 
 
 
B) Another woman wants to be tested for mutations in the BRCA1 and 2 genes. You find 
that there are no mutations in these genes. What would you say to her regarding her 
chances of getting breast cancer?  
 
That she still has a chance of getting breast cancer since mutations in BRCA1 and 2 
are not the only causes of breast cancer. 
 
 
 
 


